
Wealth
Integration
with the
Medicine
Wheel

Materials
1 x Sheet of watercolor paper, 140 lb/300 GSM,
size 27x38cm is good to work with.

4 x Color paints

Integration Steps
1. Share in the Woman Unleashed

Facebook Group: Being witnessed is a
powerful way to embody the new way of
being in the world.

2. Connect with each direction on a deep
Soul level: Take time each day to have tea
with your map. You may like to spend one
day with each direction, taking any words,
images and/or symbols to your journal
capturing the wisdom  from your map.

3. Integration Part 1: Working with paint, take
the color you choose for each direction and
cover the page. NOTE: Make sure you start
with the color for East and place it anywhere
on your map, then move to the color of the
South and repeat, with a breath move to the
color of the West and repeat and then with a
breath move to the color of the North and
repeat.

4. Integration Part 2: Holding the intention to
uplevel your wealth story, move the paint
and cover the whole map.

5. Wealth Oracle Cards: Take the watercolor
paper (see size below) and fold it in half,
then  in half again and in half again.  The
folds give you the cut lines for your cards.
This will give you 8 cards, 2 for each
direction. You can make more if you choose.
One side is already painted with your
integration work. The other side is for you to
look through your journal and find two
actions that you can take for each direction
when you get stuck and write them on the
unpainted side of the  card. You may like to
add a symbol to anchor the medicine in
when you become stuck.

See you on the Path
Blessed Be

Louis Reed, EMI Maori Shaman💞
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